CASE STUDY
Privacy. Security. Prevention.

Robert E. Harris Insurance Prevents Data
Exfiltration with BlackFog
Robert E. Harris
Insurance Agency
Industry: Insurance
Location: Costa Mesa, California
Size: 30 Employees

Company Bio
Robert E. Harris Insurance Agency,
Inc. provides effective insurance
solutions for commercial entities and
individuals, expertly assessing risk
and providing competitive insurance
products and risk management tools
to protect commercial and personal
assets.
A regional leader serving the Real
Estate Ownership, Construction
and Development fields since
1955, REHIA has applied the
same approach to managing risk
to Commercial and Residential
Associations, Manufacturers,
Wholesalers, Distributors,
Technology, Marine Risks, Food
Processors and Restaurant
operations.
blackfog.com

The Challenge
As a small organization Robert E.
Harris Insurance outsources their IT
requirements to Managed Service
Provider (MSP) ConnectCore.
Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic
the organization had already been
transitioning to a more remote
working model which highlighted the
need for increased security across
all devices. With the majority of the
company now working remotely
across 20 locations and an overall
increase in potential attacks including
phishing campaigns and ransomware,
combined with a move to more cloud
based systems, the challenge of how
to manage data access and monitor
data leaving the network was brought
to the forefront.
“We noticed an overall increase in the
amount of much more sophisticated
phishing emails raising our
concern for direct attacks including
ransomware. ” Commented Jeremy
Sparks, Owner at ConnectCore,
responsible for IT at Robert E. Harris
Insurance. “Ransomware used to be
all about encrypting the data but now
it’s more about accessing information

like user policies and exfiltrating
the data for extortion which makes
ransomware more of a compliance
issue. To secure ourselves and
our client data we really wanted
a solution that could monitor and
prevent data exfiltration and provide
visibility into what was leaving the
network.”

The Solution
Robert E. Harris learned about
BlackFog from their Cyber Insurance
partner Evolve MGA. “We knew we
wanted to be able to monitor data
exfiltration but as a small company it
can be challenging to add more tools
and add additional security layers”,
commented Jeremy. “We were a little
sceptical that BlackFog would be the
missing piece but we really wanted
some insight into what was going
on in the network so we decided to
proceed with a trial and assessment.
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The Approach
The team at Robert E. Harris and
ConnectCore were introduced to
BlackFog’s VP of Threat Intelligence
who provided an overview and demo
of the solution prior to starting the
ransomware assessment. The team
tested BlackFog for a 3 week period.
“Once we started using BlackFog it
clicked pretty quickly and it was a
much more powerful tool than we
initially expected. It was effectively
acting as a gatekeeper for our data on
every single device, no matter where
our employees were working or what
device they were working on. Once
we had visibility into the data leaving
all the devices it was evident it was an
important piece of the cybersecurity
puzzle,” commented Jeremy.

“Ransomware used to
be all about encrypting
the data but now it’s
more about accessing
information like user
policies and exfiltrating
the data for extortion.”
Jeremy Sparks,
Owner ConnectCore
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The Results
The organization now has BlackFog
installed on all company devices and
it’s become an important part of their
overall cybersecurity strategy. Steve
Harris, Owner of Robert E. Harris
commented, “BlackFog ensures
that our end user devices are secure
wherever our employees happen
to be and it doesn’t slow down the
devices or impact the productivity of
our employees which is also important.
We can centrally manage everything
from the console and we have access
to historical data on every device so
we know if there is an active attack
or any threats. Knowing that we are
doing everything we can to protect
our data and prevent cyberattacks like
ransomware really gives us peace of
mind and we’d definitely recommend
BlackFog to other organizations.”

“BlackFog ensures that our
end user devices are secure
wherever our employees
happen to be and it doesn’t
slow down the devices or
impact the productivity of our
employees.”
Steve Harris,
Owner Rober E. Harris

About BlackFog
BlackFog is the leader in on device
data privacy, data security and
ransomware prevention. Our behavioral
analysis and anti data exfiltration (ADX)
technology stops hackers before they
even get started. Our cyberthreat
prevention software prevents
ransomware, spyware, malware,
phishing, unauthorized data collection
and profiling and mitigates the risks
associated with data breaches and
insider threats. BlackFog blocks threats
across mobile and desktop endpoints,
protecting organizations data and
privacy, and strengthening regulatory
compliance.
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